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The information age, which began its major drive at the beginning of the 1980s with the birth of desktop computing, continues to manifest itself in many ways and presently dominates all aspects of modem technological advances. Personal wireless communication services can be considered a "subset technology" of the information age, but they have also gained importance and visibility over the past 10 years, especially since the beginning of the 1990s. It is predicted that 
future technological advancements in the information age will be unprecedented, nd a similar optimistic view is held for wireless personal communications. Over the past few years (since 1994), billions of dollars have been invested all over the world by well-known, technology-driven companies to create the necessary infrastructure for the advancement of wireless technology.

As the thrust into wireless personal communications continues with more advanced and compact technologies, the risks increase of "corrupting" the information provided by such communication services because of various interference scenarios. Although transmission of information through computer networks (LAN, WAN) or through wires (cable, phone, telecommunications) can be affected by interference, many steps could be taken to minimize such problems, since the methods of transmitting the information can be technologically managed. However, in wireless communications, the medium for transmission (free space) is uncontrolled and unpredictable. Interference and other noise problems are not only more prevalent, but much more difficult to solve. Therefore, in parallel with the need to advance wireless communication technology, there is also a great need to decrease, as much as possible, all interference modes that could corrupt the information provided.
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Web-based Support Systems (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2010

	Web-based Support Systems (WSS) are an emerging multidisciplinary research area
	in which one studies the support of human activities with the Web as the common
	platform, medium and interface. The Internet affects every aspect of our modern life.
	Moving support systems to online is an increasing trend in many research domains.
	One of...
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Practical Scientific Computing (Woodhead Publishing in Mathematics)Woodhead Publishing, 2011

	Scientific computing is about developing mathematical models, numerical

	methods and computer implementations to study and solve real problems in science,

	engineering, business and even social sciences. Mathematical modeling requires

	deep understanding of classical numerical methods. There are a number of

	commercial and open...
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Teach Yourself SQL in 21 Days (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1997
Late one Friday afternoon your boss comes into your undersized cubicle and drops a new project on your desk. This project looks just like the others you have been working on except it includes ties to several databases. Recently your company decided to move away from homegrown, flat-file data and is now using a relational database. You have seen...
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The Rough Guide to Tokyo - 4th EditionRough Guides, 2008

	The Rough Guide to Tokyo is the ultimate insiders guide to accessing Japan''s dazzling capital, with comprehensive coverage of all the sights, from beautiful traditional gardens to start-of-the-art museums and the iconic new Tokyo Midtown development. It tracks down the latest and best places to sleep, eat, drink and shop and gives...
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Confronting Cyber-Bullying: What Schools Need to Know to Control Misconduct and Avoid Legal ConsequencesCambridge University Press, 2009
This book is directed to academics, educators, and government policy-makers who are concerned about addressing emerging cyber-bullying and anti-authority student expressions through the use of cell phone and Internet technologies. There is a current policy vacuum relating to the extent of educators' legal responsibilities to intervene when such...
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Mastering Integrated HTML and CSSSybex, 2007
Mastering Integrated HTML and CSS maintains the "integrated" approach used in Virginia DeBolt's earlier book and throughout her web teaching. Mastery-level HTML and CSS is treated as a single topic, taught together because the fastest workflows and most effective web sites develop these pieces together.
   The Mastering series from...
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